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polygon2 Polygon (pronounced "Poly-gone") is a three-dimensional, voxel-based sandbox game where players, usually called
"Plumbers," use a free to play model to create items and environments in an online world called "Suburbia". Players can interact
with each other by crafting, trading, or fighting. Players can also customize and level-up their characters to gain specific, unique
powers, which include abilities to spawn other characters, walk on walls, and create different types of terrain in the world. As of
July 18, 2015, over a billion players had created over 6.3 billion objects. Polygon was launched as a result of a $14.1 million
Kickstarter campaign in March 2013. The game's namesake is the polygon, a geometrical two-dimensional figure that has eight
triangular faces, or angles, that compose a smooth surface. Throughout the game, players find floating data called "Hyperons"
that are used to create items, environments and characters. Hyperons can be destroyed and respawned in cycles, and by using
them, players can gain access to items called "Hyper Primitives" that act as the game's primary currency. In order to acquire
Hyper Primitives, players must complete various challenges called "Midnites." Each Midnite awards the player a limited number
of Hyper Primitives, and they are based on the difficulty of the challenge. Players have access to "Hyperpasses" which let them
travel to any place in the game, and collect items and Hyperons for free. Since its initial release, Polygon has received critical
acclaim from reviewers. In particular, Polygon received praise for its "huge, universe-spanning world" and its dynamic events
and character choices. The game has also received a "Best Visual Art" award from IGN. Polygon received the best reviews of
any game on the App Store in 2014. The game launched on December 17, 2013 for iOS. A Windows version was released
shortly after. A mobile version with different content was released for Android on July 15, 2014. As of July 13, 2018, the game
has over a billion downloads worldwide, and close to three billion Hyperons have been created on the game's servers. On June 9,
2015, the game launched on PlayStation 4 as Polygon: Real Time Sandbox Game Edition. An Xbox One version was released on
July 1, 2015. Apple, Inc. announced Polygon (app 1cb139a0ed
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